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ABSTRACT 
First we give a new proof of the sharp upper bound for the indices of convergence 
of n x n irreducible Boolean (or nonnegative) matrices with period p. Then we 
characterize the matrices with the largest index. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let S? = (0, l} be the two elements Boolean algebra with the “Boolean 
addition” a + b = max(a, b) and “Boolean multiplication” ab = min( a, b) 
(We define the order 0 < 1 between the symbols 0 and 1.) The matrices over 
4? are called “Boolean matrices”. Let 5, be the set of n x n Boolean 
matrices; then B, forms a finite multiplicative semigroup of order 2”‘. 
Boolean matrices are closely related to nonnegative matrices. For a given 
nonnegative matrix A, we define A to be the corresponding Boolean matrix 
obtained by replacing all the positive entries of A by 1. Clearly, d com- 
pletely determines the zerononzero pattern of the nonnegative matrix A and 
vice versa. Furthermore, this correspondence preserves matrix addition and 
multiplication, namely we have m= A + 8 and E= A + i (where the 
operations on right side are Boolean). From this we see that the study of 
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the “combinatorial properties” (those properties which only depend on the 
zero-nonzero pattern of the matrix) of nonnegative matrices is equivalent to 
the study of the corresponding properties of Boolean matrices. For example, 
it is well known that zerononzero patterns of powers A, A2,. . . , A”‘, . . . 
(hence the primitivity of A, the primitive exponent of A, and the index of 
cyclicity of A) depe?d only on the zerononzero pattern of A, so we may just 
study the powers A, 6,. . . , Am,. . . , which is usually more convenient, by 
making use of the Boolean notation. 
In this paper, 0 and 1 will denote the Boolean matrices with all elements 
0 and all elements 1, respectively. P, will denote the set of n X n permutation 
matrices in IE%,. Ei j will denote the matrix with (i, j) entry 1 and all the other 
entries 0, and e, will denote the row vector with rth component 1 and all the 
other components 0. AT will denote the transpose of A. 
Let A, B E US,. If there exists some P E P, such that A = PTBP, then we 
say that A and B are permutation similar, denoted by A = B. 
A Boolean matrix A E B, is reducible if 
where B and C are nonvacuous square matrices. A is irreducible if it is not 
reducible. 
Let A E 5,. The sequence of powers A, A2,. . . clearly forms a finite 
subsemigroup (A) of B,, and then there exists a least positive integer 
k+t k = k(A) such that Ak = A for some t > 0, and there exists a least positive 
integer p = p(A) such that Ak = Ak’P. We call the integer k = k(A) the 
index of convergence of A, and the integer p = p(A) the period of conver- 
gence of A. It is easy to see that (A) = {A,..., Ak+P-‘} is a semigroup of 
order k + p - 1. It is also known from the elements of semigroup theory that 
{Ak,...,Ak+P-‘} is a cyclic group with unit A” (and generator Ae+‘), where 
e is the unique integer between k and k + p - 1 such that e = 0 (mod p). 
The study of k(A) and p(A) is the central part of the study of powers of 
Boolean matrices (or powers of nonnegative matrices). Now the properties of 
p(A) is already clear by the work of Rosenblatt [4, 31. He has proved that: 
(i) If A is irreducible, then p(A) is the greatest common divisor of the 
distinct lengths of the elementary cycles of the associated digraph D(A). 
(ii) If A is reducible, then p(A) is the least common multiple of 
p(A,),..., p(A,), where A,,..., A,,, are the irreducible constituents of A. 
From (i) and the fact that the greatest common divisor of the lengths of 
the elementary cycles of D(A) is also equal to the index of cyclicity of A [ 11, 
it follows that when A E B, (n > 1) is irreducible, then p(A) = 1 if and only 
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if A is primitive, and in this case k(A) is just the primitive exponent 
y( A)-the least positive integer k such that Ak = 1. So the concept of the 
index of convergence of an irreducible matrix is a generalization of the 
concept of the primitive exponent of a primitive matrix. 
Since our knowledge about p(A) is quite complete, the main interest in 
the powers of Boolean matrices will be the study of k(A). Heap and Lynn [2] 
and Schwarz [S] have studied the upper bounds of k(A). In [2], Heap and 
Lynn proved that if A E B, is irreducible with period p and n = pr + s 
where r = [n/p] and 0 < s < p - 1, then 
k(A) < p(r2- 2r +2)+2s, (H-L) 
and this upper bound is sharp in the case s = 0. The upper bound (H-L) is 
also a generalization of Wielandt’s upper bound y(A) < n2 - 2n + 2 for the 
primitive exponents of n X n primitive matrices [7]. 
In [S], S. Schwarz improved Heap and Lynn’s upper bound and proved 
that 
k(A) < pw, + s, w 
where’ 
W Y= ( r2-22r+2, r>l, 0, r = 1, s > 0. 
Schwarz also gave example to show that in the case n = 7 and p = 2, his 
improved upper bound (S) is sharp, but he didn’t give examples to show that 
the upper bound (S) is sharp for all possible cases of n and p. Besides, 
Schwarz proved the upper bound (S) entirely in the language of binary 
relations [whereas Heap and Lynn proved their upper bound (H-L) mainly by 
graph theory techniques], and his proof is quite involved. In Section I of this 
paper, we will use a different approach (our starting point is the “imprimitive 
normal form” of an irreducible matrix) to consider the index of convergence 
k(A) of an irreducible Boolean matrix A. We will first prove a general 
property (Lemma 2.1) for characterizing k(A) in terms of the imprimitive 
normal form of A, and then use this characterizing property to give a simple 
new proof of the upper bound (S), solely in terms of matrix theory. Using this 
characterizing property, we are also able to construct examples to show that 
the upper bound (S) is sharp for all possible cases of n and p. 
‘In this paper, we usually exclude the trivial case r = 1, s = 0 (i.e., n = p) in which A is 
permutation similar to the circukmt E,, + E, + + E,_ l,p + E,,, and hence k(A) = 1. 
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In Section II of this paper, we will consider the equality case of the bound 
(S) and will give a complete characterization for those n X n irreducible 
Boolean matrices with period p whose indices of convergence k(A) reach the 
upper bound pw, + s. An n X n irreducible Boolean matrix A with period p 
is called an extreme matrix if its index of convergence k(A) is the largest 
possible value pw y + s. The set of all n X n extreme matrices with period p 
is denoted by L,,,. We will show that: 
(i) If r > 1, then L, p consists of exactly 2’ + s *2”- ’ permutation similar 
equivalence classes, which we will list explicitly. 
(ii) If r = 1, then L,,, consists of exactly 2”-’ (or one, in the trivial case 
s = 0) permutation similar equivalence classes, which will also be listed 
explicitly. 
I. A NEW PROOF OF THE SHARP UPPER BOUND 
1. Preliminaries 
The starting point in our proof is the “imprimitive normal form” of an 
irreducible matrix [l, Chapter 2, 2.201: If A is an irreducible Boolean matrix 
with period p (or with index of cyclicity p), then there exists p E P, such 
that 
PAPT = (1.1) 
where the zero blocks along the diagonal are square. If in (1.1) the block A i 
isofthesizet+Xfl,+r(i=l,..., p; here we read the subscripts mod p), then 
we denote the matrix of the form (1.1) by (n,, A,, n,,. . ., np, A,, nl). In case 
the size of each block is unimportant or is clear from the context, we simply 
denote it by (Al,..., Ap). Furthermore, for p matrices Zi of size ni X ni+l 
(i=l,..., p) and any nonnegative integer m, we define (Z,, Z,, . . . , Z,), to 
be the block partitioned matrix [Aij] (1~ i, j < p) with the blocks 
Aii = 
Zi if j-l=m(modp), 
0 otherwise. 
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It is clear from our notation that (A, ,..., AP) = (A,,.. ., A,)r. 
Since k(A) = k(PAPr), we might always assume that A = (A,, . . . , AP) is 
already in the normal form (1.1). For convenience we also define A j+P = A j 
for all j, and we define 
Ai = AiAi+l-..Ai+,_l 
to be the product of m successive matrices [we define Ai to be the 
identity matrix Z,,]. The following lemma about the powers of the normal 
form (Ai,..., A,,) can be verified by a simple induction: 
LEMMA 1.1. ZfA=(Ai ,..., A,), then 
Am= (A,(m),..., A,(m))m 0.2) 
The following necessary and sufficient condition for a matrix of the form 
(1.1) to be irreducible with period p will be useful: 
LEMMA 1.2 [6, Corollary 5.11. Z~A=(A,,...,A,)EIB, is of the form 
(l.l), then the following two properties are equivalent: 
(1) A is irreducible with period p. 
(2) Each block Aj (1~ i < p) contains 7~) zero row and no zero column, 
and the product A,(p) = A,A,* * .A, is a primitive matrix. 
Since ( BA)k+’ = B(AB)kA, we also have the following: 
THEOREM 1.1. Let A, B, be two n x n Boolean matrices containing ru) 
zero row and rw zero column such that AB is primitive. Then BA is also 
primitive, and their primitive exponents diffi at most by 1: 
IY(BA) - Y(AB) 1 G 1. 
COROLLARY 1.1. Zf A =(A,,..., A,,) is irreducible with period p, then 
each A,(p) (1~ i < p) is primitive and ly(A,(p)) - y(Aj(p))l < 1 for all 
1 < i, j < p. 
We would also like to quote Wielandt’s well-known results about primitive 
exponents for our later use: 
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THEOREM 1.2 [7]. Let A be an n X n primitive Boolean matrix, and 
y(A) its exponent. Then y(A) < n2 - 2n +2, and equality holds if and only 
if there exists P E FD,, such that 
PAP* = 
0 1 
0 1 
-1 1 
. . 
. . 
. 1 
0 
(unspecified entries are all zero). 
2. The Upper Bound 
In this subsection we will use the matrices Ai (i = 1,. . . , p) to study 
the index of convergence k(A) of the irreducible matrix A = (A,, . . . , AP) 
with period p. Note that if for some integer m we have Ai = J for all 
l<i<p, then it is also true that A,(t)=_/ for all tarn, since each 
A i,. . . , A, contains no zero row and no zero column. Also there does exist 
such an integer m, since A,(p) is primitive. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let A=(n,,A,,n, ,..., n,,A,,n,)=(A, ,..., AP) be an 
irreducible Boolean matrix with period p. Then the index of convergence k(A) 
is the least integer k > 0 such that Ai = _l holds for all i = 1,2,. . . , p. 
Proof. If A,(k)=] for all i=l,2,...,p, then by Lemma 1.1 we have 
Ak=(A1(k),...,A,(k)), and Akfp=(Al(k+p),...,Ap(k+p))k+p. Now 
A,(k)=A,(k+p)=J (i=l,..., p) and k+p=k (mod p), so Ak=Ak+p 
and thus k(A) Q k. 
Conversely,ifAj(k-1)#Jforsomej,thenAk-1=(Al(k-l)r...,Aj(k 
- l), . . . , A,@ - l))k-l and Ak-‘+p=(Al(k-l+p),...,Aj(k-1+ 
Ph..., A,@ - 1+ p))k-l+p* Now Aj(k - l+ p) = J# Aj(k - l), so Ak-‘Z 
Ak-1+pandhencek(A)>k-l.Combiningthetwoparts,wehavek(A)=k, 
and the lemma is proved. n 
The next lemma gives an upper bound of k(A) in terms of the primitive 
exponents of the primitive matrices A,(p) (i = 1,. . . , p). 
LEMMA 2.2. Let A = (A,,. . . , AP> be irreducible with period p. Suppose 
1 ( i, < i, < . - . < i, < p and yi, = y( A ij( p)) is the primitive exponent of the 
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primitive matrix Aij(p) (1 G j < t). Then 
k(A)~pmax(~~,,...,y~,)+p-t. (2.1) 
Proof. Let h = max(y,,, . . . , vi,) and k = ph + p - t. Since yi, = y(A,i(p)) 
and h > yi,, we have A,,(ph)= [Ai,(p)]‘l = J. Now we consider A,(k) for 
1 G I G p. Note that 
INi I>...> i,}(+~{1,1+1,..., It-p--t}\=p-tl>p, 
so there exist j and 9 (1~ j Q t , 0 < 9 < p - t ) such that i j = 1 + 9 (mod p). 
Thus 
and 
A,(k) = 4(9h+,(k- 9) 
= Al(q)A1+,(Ph)Al+,+,h(k - ph - 9) 
=Al(9)Ai,(Ph)A~,-,,ph(P -t-9) 
= A,bdJA l+q+phb - t - 9) = J 
for all I= 1,2,..., p. By Lemma 2.1 we have 
k(A)gk=ph+p-t=pmax(yi,,...,yi,)+p-t. n 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let A = (n,, A,, . . . , nP, A,,, n,) be irreducible with 
period p, and let m = min(n,, n2,. . . , np). Then 
k(A) Q p(m2 - 2m +3) - 1. (2.2) 
Proof. Assume m = ni for some i. Note that Ai is an n, X ni 
primitive matrix with exponent yi=y(Ai(p))<nf-2n,+2=m2-2m+2 
(Theorem 1.2). So by taking t = 1 and i, = i in Lemma 2.2 we have 
k(A)(py,+p-1<p(m2-2m+3)-1. n 
Now we are ready to prove the upper bound for k(A). 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let A be an n x n irreducible Boolean matrix with period 
p, and let n = pr + s, where T = [n/p] and 0 < s 6 p - 1. (LX] is the integer 
part of x). Then 
k(A)<p(r2-2r+2)+s. (2.3) 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that A is in the 
imprimitive normal form A = (n,, A,, . . . , nP, A,, n,), where n1 + . . * + np 
= n. Let m = min(n, ,..., n,); then m < r. 
Case 1: m<r-1. By Corollary 2.1 we have 
k(A) < p(m - 2m +3) - 1 Q p(r2 - 4r $6) - 1 < p(r2 - 2~ +2)+ S. 
The last inequality follows from the fact that r > m + 1 > 2. 
Case2: m=r. By the fact that n,+ ..* +n,=n=pr+s andOGs 
< p - 1, it is easy to see that there exist p - s indices i,,. .., i,_, with 
l<i,<i,< ... <i p_-s < p such that nil= niz= . . . = nip_,= r. For j = 
1 ,***, p - s, Aij(p) is an r X r primitive matrix with the exponent yij = 
y( Aij(p) < r2 - 2r +2. Taking t = p - s in Lemma 2.2, we than have k(A) 
G P ma$Y,,, . . . , Yi,_,)+ P -(P - ‘) G Pcr2 - 2r + 2) + s, and this completes 
the proof. n 
Next we will show that the upper bound (2.3) is sharp for r > 1. The 
sharp upper bound for r = 1 will also be proved. 
3. The Sharpness of the Upper Bound 
For r > 1, let 
1 
0 
1 
1 
By Theorem 1.2 we know that W, is primitive with the primitive exponent 
y(W,) = r2 - 2r + 2, i.e., W+2rt2 = J. It can also be verified that 
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E~AMPLE~.~. Supposes=O(n=pr)andr>l.TakethenXnBoolean 
matrix A=(A,,...,A,)with A,= 0.. =A,_,=Z, and AP=Wr. Weknow 
that A is irreducible with period p by Lemma 1.2, and it is easy to see that 
Aj(p(r2-22r+2))=W~2-2r4+2=Jfor i=1,2,...,p and A,(p(r2-2r+2) 
_l)= y-2r+l f J. Therefore k(A) = p(r2 - 2r +2) by Lemma 2.1. 
Before giving the next example, we define two Boolean matrices for r > 1 
as follows: 
x= 
0 1 
0 1 
. . 
. . 
. 1 
lo.*.*0 
Ol**.*O 
1 
Then it can be verified that 
YX=W,, 
r 0 1 *.. 11 
VW 
r"-2r+2~X(yX)**-2r+ly~~ 1 
1; L-l Jy+J* 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Suppose n=pr+s with r>l and O<s<p-1. Take 
the nXn Boolean matrix A=(A,,...,A,) with A,= *em =A,_r=Z,+r, 
A, = X, A,+1 = . . . = A,_, = I,, and A, = Y, where X and Y are defined as 
above. Then A is irreducible with period p by Lemma 1.2 and A,( p( r2 - 2~ 
+2)+ s - 1) = (XY)+sr+s # J, so k(A) > p(r2 - 2r +2)+ s - 1. Combin- 
ing this with the upper bound k(A) < p(r2 - 2r + 2) + S, we get k(A) = 
p(r2 - 2r +2)+ s. 
Examples 3.1 and 3.2 show that the upper bound p( r2 - 2r + 2) + s is 
sharp in the case r > 1. The following theorem gives the sharp upper bound 
inthecase r=l. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A be an n x n irreducible Boolean matrix with period 
p, andsupposen=p+swith O<s<p-1. Thenk(A)<s, andthisupper 
bound is sharp. 
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Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that A is in the 
imprimitive normal form A=(n,,A,,...,n,,A,,n,) where n,+ ... +n, 
= n = p + s. Then among any s + 1 numbers n,,, . . . , ni,+l in the set 
{n i”“’ np }, at least one of them is 1. It follows that among the s matrices 
Ai, Ai+i>...> Ai+s-i (their sizes involve the s + 1 numbers ni, nit 1,. . . , ni+S), 
at least one has only one row or only one column, hence equals .Z by the fact 
that it contains no zero row and no zero column. Thus A,(s) = A,A i+ i . . . 
Ai+s- 1 = J for i = l,..., p and k(A) < s by Lemma 2.1. 
The following example shows that the upper bound k(A) Q s is sharp: 
Take A=(n,,A,,..., np,Ap,n,) with nl= ... =n,=2, nS+l= ... =np 
= 1, and 
A,= ... =A,_1=Z2, A,= ; , As+l= ... 
[ 1 = A,_, = I,, 
A,=[1 l]. 
Then A is irreducible with period p by Lemma 1.2. Now A,(s - 1) = I, f J, 
so k(A) > s - 1 and therefore k(A) = s. n 
II. CHARACTERIZATION OF IRREDUCIBLE BOOLEAN MATRICES 
WITH LARGEST INDICES OF CONVERGENCE 
4. A First Necessary Condition 
The following two lemmas concern the conditions for two matrices of the 
form (1.1) to be permutation similar. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let A = (n,, A,, n,,. .., np, A,, n,) and X = (n,, X,, n2, 
X 2,. . . , np, X,, n,) be two Boolean matrices with n1 + - - - + np = n. Suppose 
there exist permutation matrices Q1, Q2,. . . , Q, (with suitable sizes) such that 
Xi=QFAiQi+l fmi=l,..., p-landX,=Q,TA,Q,. ThenA=X. 
Proof. Let P = diag[Q,, Q2,. . . , 
fied that X = PTAP and thus A = X. 
Q,,] E P,. Then it can be directly veri- 
n 
LEMMA 4.2. Let A = (n,, A,, n2, A, ,..., np, A,, n,) and X = (n,, X,, 
n2, X,, . . . , np, X,, nl) be irreducible matrices with period p where n, = n2 = 
. . . =n,=r+l and n,+l= ..* = np=r for some s, l<s< p-l. Then 
A = X if and only if there exist permutation matrices Q1, Q2,. . . , Q, (with 
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size nl,. . . , n,respectively)suchthutXi=Q~AiQi+, fori=l,...,p-land 
X, = Q,TA,Qr 
Proof. The sufficiency part follows from Lemma 4.1. To prove the 
necessity, we note that if A = X, then the associated digraphs D(A) and 
D(X) are isomorphic. Now V(D(A))=V,UV,U ... UVP and V(D(X))= 
VI u Vz u * . . U I&, where each subset ,V [or q] corresponds to the set of 
rows of the block Ai _[or Xi], so IV,] = IV,] = ni and thus IV,] = . . . = IV’,] z r 
+l=]Vi]= ... =]V,] and ]Vs+i]= ... =]V,]=r=]V,+,]= ... =]V,(. 
From the hypothesis, both A and X are of the form (1.1); therefore we see 
that the length of any walk from any vector of V [or q] to any vertex of Vi 
[or “;I in D(A_) [ or in D(X)] is congruent to j - i module p. These subsets 
V i,. . . , VP [or Vi,. . . , VP] are called the imprimitive parts of the vertex sets of 
the strong digraphs D(A) [or D(X)]. Since any isomorphism (I between 
D(A) and D( X ) maps an imprimitive part of D(A) to an imprimitive part of 
D(X) with the same size and u keeps the cyclic order of these imprimitive 
parts, we see that u must map V to q for i = 1,. . . , p. It follows that if 
X = PTAP, then the permutation matrix P must be of the form P = 
diag[Q,, . .. , QJ, and thus Xi=QTAiQi+i for i=l,...,p-1 and X,= 
QFApQ1. This completes the proof. n 
The following corollary is a direct consequence of the above lemma. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Suppose A=(n,, A, ,..., nP, A,,n,), X=(n,,X, ,..., 
%’ X,, izl) where both A and X are irreducible matrices with period p and 
n1= . . 
. =ns=~+l,n,+l=... = n,=rfoTsame l<s<p-1. Then: 
(i) For each i, m with 1~ i Q p, A,(m) is permutation equivalent to 
X,(m) (i.e. there exist permutation matrices P,Q with suitable sizes such 
that Ai = PXi(m)Q). 
(ii) For each i with 1~ i < p, Ai = X,(p). 
The following theorem gives our first necessary condition for A E L,,,. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let n, p be positive integers with n = rp + s, where 
0 < s < p - 1 and r = [n/pJ > 1. Suppose A E L,,,. Then there exist positive 
integersn,,..., nP andmutricesA,,..., A, such that the following conditions 
are satisfied: 
(i) A=(ni,A,,..., np, A,, n,) and AXpw, + s - 1) ZJ, where J is a 
matrix whose entries are all 1. 
(ii) nl= .f* =n,=r+landn,+,*** =np=r. 
(iii) Each matrix Ai (i = 1,. . . , p) is primitive with exponents 
y(A,(p))=w,+l=r’-2r+3 for l<i<s and y(Ai(p))=w,=r2-2r 
+2 fors+l<j<p. 
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Proof. (i): A EL,,+, so A E B, is irreducible with period p, and A is 
permutation similar to an imprimitive normal form (n,, A,,. . . , n,,, A,, n,) 
for some n1 ,... , n2p and A, ,..., A,. Now A E L,,p, so k(A) = pw, + s. By 
Lemma 2.1 we may assume, without loss of generality, that yA,( pw, + s - 1) 
+ I. 
(ii): First we show that all ni > r (i = 1,. . . , p). Suppose on the contrary 
that nj G r - 1 for some j with 1~ j < p. Then y(A j(p) Q qj < w+~ and 
k(A) G py( A j( p)) + p - 1~ p( w,_ 1 + 1) < pw, by Lemma 2.2. This contra- 
dicts the hypothesis that A E Ln,p, so ni > r for i = 1,. . . , p. Now for 
1 G i 6 s, AXpw, + s - 1) = A,(i - l)A,(pw,.)A,,,+,(s - i) # I. Therefore 
Ai( pw,) = ( Ai( p))“r # J, and thus the primitive matrix Ai( p) has to have the 
order n2i 2 r + 1 (16 i Q s). Combining the three conditions n, > r (i = 
1 ,..., p). n,>r+l (i=l,..., s), and Q’=i,n, = rp + s, we obtain that n1 = 
. . . =ns=r+l and n,+,= a*. =nP=r. 
(iii): From the above proof, we have (AJp))“r # J for 1~ i < s; thus 
y( Ai( p)) > w, + 1 for 1~ i < s. On the other hand, y( A j( p)) < w,,~ = w, for 
s + 1 G j G p. Now (y(A,(p)) - y(Aj(p))I 6 1 for all 1 d i, j d p by Theorem 
1.1, so we must have y(A,(p)) = w, +l for 16 i < s and y(A,(p)) = w, for 
s f 1~ j < p. This completes the proof. n 
5. TheCases=O(r>l) 
In this subsection we will characterize the extreme matrices in L,,, in 
the case s = 0 (n = rp) and r > 1. Recall the notation 
w, = 
0 1 
0 1 
. . 
- 1 
1 1 0 
E 5, i 
r>l, w,= 0 1 
[ I) 1 1. 
First we prove the following lemma: 
LEMMA 5.1. Let X, Y E B, such that both XY and YX are primitive with 
the exponents y( XY) = y( YX) = w,. Then one of X and Y is a permutation 
matrix and (X,Y) = (I,, W,)-i.e., 
Proof. Since y(XY) = y(YX) = w,, there exist P,, Q1 E P, such that 
XY = P;w,P, and YX = @W&J, (Theorem 1.2). Taking x” = PTXQ, and 
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Y = QTYPT, we obtain Xj? = W,, and %? = W,. The second equality implies 
that every row of W, is a sum of some rows of 2, so x” contains rows 
e,,..., e, and another row (Y with e, < (Y < e, + es. Now suppose X e F“,.,; then 
(Y = e, + e2 and X = RW, for some R E P,. Using the fact YX = W, again, we 
see either 
fR = I, or yR= = I, + E,,. 
If PR = I, + Erl, then XY = R W,(Z, + E,,)RT will contain r + 2 nonzero 
entries and hence XY # W,, a contradiction. This shows that YR = I, and 
p = RT E P,. Thus one of x” and Y, hence one of X and Y, is a permutation 
matrix. 
Now (X, Y) = (PTXQ,, QTYP,) = (J?, 2) by Lemma 2.2. If X = Q E P,, 
then Y = Q’W, and (X,f) = (I,, W,) by Lemma 2.2. If f = P E P,, then 
X=PTW, and(X,Y)-(W,,Z,)=(Z,,W,).Thusinanycase(X,Y)-(X,~) 
= (I,, W,), and the proof is completed. H 
Now we can give the main result in this section. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let n, p be positive integers with n = rp (s = 0) and 
r > 1. Then a Boolean matrix A E L,,, if and only if A = (I,, . . . , I,, W,). 
Proof. The sufficiency part is just Example 3.1. Now suppose A E L,,,. 
Then A=(n,, Al,..., np, A,, n,) for some matrices A,,. . ., A, and nl = 
. . . = np = r where each Ai( p) is primitive with the exponent y( AJ, p)) = w, 
(i=l,..., p).Amongthe p matrices A,,...,A,,atleastone,sayAj,isnota 
permutation matrix. Taking X = A j E IIS, and Y = A j+ i( p - 1) E B,, then 
XY = A j( p) and YX = A j+ i( p) are both primitive with the exponents y(XY) 
= y(YX) = w,. Thus by Lemma 5.1, one of X and Y is a permutation matrix. 
Now X=Aj@pP,, so Y=Aj+r(p-~)EP,, which implies that all the 
matrices Aj (1~ i Q p, i # j) are permutation matrices. Also Al(p) is 
primitive with exponent y( AX p)) = w,.; therefore there exists Qi E P, such 
that A,(p) = QTWrQ,. Since A, ,..., Aj_l, Aj+l ,..., A, are all permutation 
matrices, we can choose Q2,. . . , Qj, Qj+ i,. . . , Q, so that A, = QcQe, A, = 
Q:Qw.., 
Q:YQ,. 
Aj-l=QiT_lQj; Aj+~Q~+‘gj+p,...,A,=O,TQ1. BY A,(P)= 
we also have A, = Qj W,Qj+i. Thus A = (A,, . . . , AP) = 
(I I,..., w,,.. ., I,) = (I, )..., I,, W,) by Lemma 4.1. This proves the necessity. 
R 
Theorem 5.1 tells us that in the case s = 0 (T > l), the extreme matrices in 
L n,p is unique up to permutation similarity. 
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In this subsection we will characterize the extreme matrices in the case 
p=2and s=l (n=2r+l>3). 
LEMMA 6.1. Let T > 1; let Xcr+ljx, and Yrx(r+lj be Boolean matrices 
each of which contains rw zero row and no zero column. Suppose YX = W,, 
X contains a row e,, and Y contains a column er. Then one of the following 
three assertions holds: 
(i) there exists Q E Pr+l such that 
X=QH,, Y = YIQT, (6.1) 
(ii) there exists Q E Pr+l such that 
X=QH,, Y = YzQT, 
(iii) there exists Q E Pr+l such that 
X=QH,, Y = YIQT, 
where 
1 
0 
1 0 
H,= 
0 1 
. . 
. . 
1 0 . * 
1 1 0 . 
1 1 y,= . . 1 
. 1 
. 0 
. O_(r+l)x, 
* 1 
. 0 
. 0 _(r+l)kcr 
Y,= *.* I 
(6.2) 
(6.3) 
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Proof. By the hypothesis YX = W,, we know that every row of W, is a 
sum of some rows of X and so is the row ei (i = 2,. . . , T ). This shows that X 
contains rows ea, e3,. . . , e,. Also X contains a row e, by hypothesis. Therefore 
T rows of the matrix X are already determined. 
Let (Y be the remaining row of X. We will show that (Y > es. Suppose this 
is not the case; then the 2nd column of X is some unit vector e,r (of 
dimension r + l), and thus (ith column of Y) = (2nd column of W,) = er + e,‘. 
By hypothesis, Y also contains another column, say the jth column (j # i), 
which is equal to e:. So (1st row of Y) > e, + ej, and es = (1st row of 
W,) >(ith row of X)+(jth row of X). This implies that (ith row of 
X) = (jth row of X) = es, a contradiction. Thus we have proved that OL > ea. 
Since we must also have o < some row of W,, it follows that e2 < (Y < e, + es 
and therefore (Y = es or (Y = er + es. 
Case 1: LY= es. Then the rows of X are e,, es, es, es,. . . , e,, and so 
there exists Q E P,, r such that X = QH,. By the fact YX = (YQ)H, = W,, we 
see that 
yQ=[: ’ . . . 1 I]. 
where the 2 x 2 submatrix 
(consisting of the four corners of YQ) contains no zero row and no zero 
column. Also note that Y (hence YQ) must contain a column er. So the last 
row of C has a zero entry and 
Let 
R= I 0 1 1 ... E p,+1; 
1 
1 0 
1 
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then YQ E {Y,, Y,R, Ya, Y,, R}. Th 
conditions holds: 
us we see that one of the following four 
X=QH,, Y = YIQT, (6.1) 
X=QH,, Y = YIRQT, (6.1’) 
X=QHl, Y = Y2QT, (6.2) 
X=QHl, Y = Y,RQT. (6.2’) 
But R = RT and RH, = H,, so we can write (6.1’) as X = QRTHl = Q,H,, 
Y = Y,RQT = Y,Q; with Q1 = QRT, and write (6.2’) as X = Q,H, Y = YzQT 
with Q1 = QRT. Thus (6.1) or (6.2) holds. 
Case 2: (Y = e, + e2. ThentherowsofXareer,es ,..., e,,e,+e,,andso 
there exists Q E p,.,, 1 such that X = QH,. Now Y (hence YQ) contains a 
column er and contains no zero column, so the equation YX = (YQ)H, = W, 
implies that YQ = Yr, or Y = YIQT. Thus in this case (6.3) holds and the proof 
is completed. n 
LEMMA 6.2. Letr>l, ad let (Al)cr+ljxr and (Ae)rxcr+lj be Boolean 
matrices such that both A,A, and A,A, are primitive with the exponents 
y(A,A,) = w, and y(A,A,) = w, + 1. Let 
0 Hl 
Ml= y 
[ 1 0 = (H,J,), M,=(H,,Y,), M, = (H,J,) E br+l> 1 
where H,, H,, Y,, Y, are as defined in Lemma 6.1. Then there exist P E pr 
and QEPr+l such that 
(~TA,PT~A~Q)~ {M~,M,,M,). (6.4 
Proof. By hypothesis A,A,E B, and y(A,A,)= w,, so there exists 
P E pr such that P(A,A,)PT= W,. Let X = A,PT, Y = PA,; then YX = W,, 
y(XY) = w, + 1. But 
0 1 ... 1 
(xY)w7= X(YX)@ = x(w,)w’-‘Y = x Y, 
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so y(XY)=w,+l =S (XY)Wr#J * 
0 1 ... 1 
1 
x * 
[* J 1 y+.l i 
j X contains a row e, and Y contains a column eT. (Note that since both 
A ,A, and A,A, are primitive, both A, and A,, and hence both X and Y, 
contain no zero row and no zero column.) Thus X and Y satisfy all the 
hypotheses of Lemma 6.1. Therefore there exists Q E P,+r such that 
(Q’X, YQ) E {M,, Ma> MS]> namely, (QTAIPT, PAsQ) E {M,, Ms, Ms}. n 
The next theorem exhibits all the extreme matrices of L,,, in the case 
p=2and s=l (n=2r+l and r>l). 
THEOREM 6.1. Supposep=2 a&s=1 (n=2r+l, r>l), and M,= 
(H,, Yl), M, = (H,, Yz), M, = (H,, Y,) are three n X rz Bookxn matrices as 
defined in Lemma 6.2. Then a Boolean matrix A E L,,, if and only if A is 
permutation similar to one of M,, M,, and M,. 
Proof. By [6, Corollary 5.11, we see that M,, M,, M, are all irreducible 
with period 2. Note that Y,H, = YsH, = Y,H, = W,, so 
0 1 ... 1 
(E&Y,)“‘= qw:-‘Y,= H, f 
i I 1 Y, + I. ; 
Similarly (H,Y,)“l # J and (Zf,Y,)“r # J. So k( Mi) > 2~4. + 1 for i = 1,2,3 by 
Lemma 2.1. On the other hand, we have the upper bound k(Mi) < 2w, + 1, 
so k(M,) = 2w, +l and thus M, E L,,, for i = 1,2,3. This proves the 
sufficiency part of the theorem. 
Conversely, suppose A E L,,,; then A is permutation similar to some 
matrix (n,, A,, n2, A,, n,) with n, = T + 1, n2 = r, y(A,A,) = w, +l, and 
y( A 2A1) = w,. By Lemma 6.2, there exist P E P, and Q E P,, r such that 
(@,pT, PA,@ E { M,, M,, M, 1; 
hence A = (A,, A,) = (QTAIPT, PA,Q) E {M,, M,, M3} and A is permu- 
tation similar to one of M,, M,, and M,. w 
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By using Corollary 4.1(i), we can easily verify that each pair of the 
matrices M,, M,, and M, are not permutation similar (actually M, = Ml). 
Therefore we have the following: 
THEOREM 6.2. Zf p = 2 and n = 2~ + 1 (T > l), then there are exactly 
three permutation similar classes of extreme matrices in L,,,; each of them 
contains one and only one matrix in the set {M,, M,, M3}. n 
7. TheCaseofGeneralpandl<s<p-1 (r>l) 
In this subsection, we will exhibit all the matrices in L, p for general p 
and 1 G s G p - 1 (we still assume that T > 1). In particular, ke will show that 
there are exactly 2” + s .2”-’ extreme matrices in L,,, up to permutation 
similarity (or up to the isomorphism of their associated digraphs). 
The following lemmas give us further necessary conditions for A E L,,,. 
LEMMA 7.1. Suppose A = (n,, A,,. . ., np, A,, n,), where A,,. . . , A, and 
nl,..., nzp satis& all the three conditions (i)-(iii) in Theorem 4.1. Let 
X=A;..A,_i, Y=A,Ai...A,_,. Then thereexist PEP, and QEP,+l 
such that (QTXPT, PYQ) E {M,, M,, M,}. 
Proof. By conditions (i)-(m) in Theorem 4.1, we see that X is of the 
size (r + 1) x T and Y is of the size r X (r + l), and y(YX) = w,, y(XY) = 
w, + 1. Therefore the result of this lemma follows directly from Lemma 6.2. W 
LEMMA 7.2. Suppose A = (n,, A, ,..., n,,, &, n,), where A,,.. ., Ap and 
nl, . . . , np satisfy all the three conditions (i)-(m) in Theorem 4.1. Then there 
exists A = (n,, A, ,..., np, A,,n,) such that: 
(i) A = A; 
(ii) A,,..., A, also satisfy conditions (i)-(iii) in Thwrem 4.1; 
;‘iil $42.. -A,-,, A$, . ..A._,)E {M,,M,,M,}; 
1V 1”’ A s _ i contains a row e,. 
Proof. By Lemma 7.1, there exist P E P, and Q E lPV+ i SUC! that 
(QTA,...Ap_lP, P+l.. .A,_@) E {M,, M,, MS}. Let A,_, = A,-@, 
A, = QTA,, A,_1 = A,_,PT, A, = PAP, and Ai = Ai for all other i, and let 
A =(n,, A,,..., nP, A,,, nl). Then (i) is satisfied by Lemma 4.1, and (ii), (iii) 
are satisfied by the definition of each A i. 
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Finally, by the definition of M,, M,, and M,, there exist i and j such 
1 d i, j < 2, (7.1) 
i, j are not both 2, (7.2) 
and 
0 1 *.. 1 
=A,+l)H, t 
I I 
1 yj + J, (7.3) 
; 
soAr...A,_r= A,(s - 1) contains a row e, and (iv) is established. n 
Next we study condition (iii) of Lemma 7.2 in the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 7.3. Let A,+l,..., Ap_r~lBr and (A,)(,+rjx, be Boolean 
matrices. Suppose A,A,,r...A,_, E {H,, H,}, where H, and H, are as 
defined in Lemma 6.1. Then all the matrices A,, r, . . . , A,_ r are permutation 
matrices. 
Proof. Since H, (or H,) contains the rows e,, . . . , e,, each of which is a 
sumofsomerowsof A,_,,itfollowsthattherowsof A,_, aree,,...,e, and 
thus A p_ r E P,.. By repeatedly using this argument we obtain that all the 
matrices As + r, . . . , A, _ r are permutation matrices. n 
LEMMA 7.4. Let D, (= A, ,..., A,_,) and D, ( = AP) be Boolean 
matrices with sizes (r + 1) X (r + 1) and r X (r + l), each of them containing 
no zero TOW and no zero column. Suppose D, contains a row e,. Let F,, F,, 
and F3 be the following (r + 1) x (r + 1) Bookun muttices: 
I 
1 
F,= ‘. 
F3= (7.4) 
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Then we have: 
(i) If DzDl = Y,, then there exists Q E lF’r+l such that 
(ii) Zf DzDl E {Y,, Y2}, then either 
QQT=Yp QDl= {Zr+d%F,,F,} for some Q E pr+l (7.6) 
OT 
DzQT=L QDIE {L+,JS} fmsome Q E pr+l. (7.7) 
Proof. (i): If DzDl = Yl, then every row of Yi is a sum of some rows D,. 
Now Yl contains rows e,, . . . , e,_,, so D, must contain rows e,,. . . , e,_,. By 
the hypothesis, D, also contains a row e,. Let (Y be the remaining row of D,; 
then e,+,gcu<e,+e,+,. If a=e,.+i, then QD1=Zr+l for some QEP~+~ 
and D2D, = DZQT = Yl. If (Y = e, + e,+i, then QDl = Fl for some Q E P,, i, 
and DzDl = ( D2QT)F, = Y,. Since D,QT contains no zero column, we must 
have DZQT = Yl and this proves (i). 
(ii): If DzDl E {Y,, Y,}, then by using a similar argument we see that D, 
contams rows es, es,. . . , e,. Let (Y, p be the other two rows of D,. Then one of 
them, say cx, satisfies e, G (Y G e, + e,+i, and the other one, p, satisfies 
e r+l<P<er+e,+,. Thus QDl~ {&+1,F,,F2,&} for sol-e QEP'~+~. In 
case QDIE {Irtl, &}, we have <D2QT><QDl>~ {Yl,Y2) =$ DZQT~ 
{Y,,Y,}. In cue QDl~ {F,,&}, then (D2QT>(DQJ~ {Y,,Y,} =4QT= 
Y,. Thus either (7.6) or (7.7) is true, and this proves (ii). n 
LEMMA 7.5. Suppose X,, . . . , X, E B,, 1 with X,X, * * * X, E {I,, i, Fj} 
(j=l or 3). Then there exist P,,...,Pk_1~5’r+1 and Zi~{Z,+,,Fi} 
(i = l,..., k) such that 
x, = z,p,, x,= P,TZ,P,,..., x, = Pf_ ,z,. (7.8) 
Proof. We give the proof for the case j = 1 (the case j = 3 is similar). If 
xi . . .x,=z,+,, then all Xi’s are permutation matrices and we can take 
z,= . . . = z, = z,+i and P,=X,, P,=X,X,,..., Pk_l=X1.--Xk_l to 
get (7.8). If X, . . * X, = F,, then the rows of X, are either e,, . . . , e,, e,+i, in 
which case X,=P,_,, or e,,...,e,,e,+e,+,, in which case Xk=Pl_lF1 (for 
some Pk_lEpr+l). Let Xlk_l=Xk_lPr_l. If X,=P,T,, then Xi.-- 
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X k_-2-fk_-1 = F, and we may thus use induction on k. If X, = Pl_lFl, then 
(Xi... - Xk_-ZXk_-l)F1 = F, and thus X, . * * Xk_sXk_i E { Zrfl, F,}. There- 
fore in this case we can also use induction to get (7.8). n 
Obviously, the converse of Lemma 7.5 is also true. 
LEMMA 7.6. Suppose X,, . . . , X, E lB,+1 with X,X, ..* X, E 
(1 r+ 1, F,, F,, F3}. Then there exist P,, . . . , Pk_l E pr+l and Zi E 
(1 ,+l>F,,F,,F,} (i=L...,k) such that (7.8) holds and Z,,. . . , Z, also 
satisfy the following conditions: 
(i) At most one of the Z(S is F,. 
(ii) Zf Zj, = Fj, and Zip = Fiz with i, < i,, then j, < j,. 
Proof. If x, . . . X, E {I,., 1, F,, F,, F3}, then by the fact that each row 
of xi... X, is a sum of some rows of X,, we obtain that X, = P,T,Z, for 
some P,_, E Pr+i and Z, E { Zr+i, F,, F,, F3}. Let f’k_l = X,_,Pr-,; then 
x, . . *X,=(X,.. . X,_,X,_,)Zk E { &+i, F,, Q., Fs}. If Z, = I,+i, then 
x,..*x k_2X7k_l E {Zr+i, F,, F,, F3} and we can use induction on k. If 
Z, = F3, then also X, *. . X,_,X,_, E { Zr+i, F,, F,, F3} and we can again 
use induction on k. If Z, = F, or Z, = F,, then we can verify that X, . . . 
XkJ-l E {I,, i, Fl}. By using the conclusion of Lemma 7.5 we see that 
there exist P,,...,P,_,E~,+, and Z,,...,Z,_,E {Zrfl, F,} (together with 
above P,_ 1 and Z,) such that (7.8) is true. From the above argument we also 
see that if Z, = F, or F,, then Zi # F, and Zi f F3 for 1~ i < k - 1. Thus by 
induction we see that in the sequence Z,, . . . , Z,, no F,, F3 precedes F, and 
no F,, F3 precedes F,; therefore (i) and (ii) hold and the proof is completed. 
n 
Note that the converse of Lemma 7.6 is also true. 
In order to give a characterization of the matrices in L,,, in the case for 
general p and 1~ s d p - 1 (n = pr + s and r > l), we define some subsets 
in EL,‘. 
DEFINITION 7.1 . We define: 
Tl= {(Al,..., API IAi E {‘r+lr F,} for l<i<s-1, A,=H,, As+i= ... 
= A,_, =I,, and Ap=Y1}, 
T’= {(Al,..., A,)/(l) Ai E (‘r+l, F,,F,,F,} for l<i(s-1, 
(2) the sequence Z, = A, ,..., Zi = Ai ,..., Z,_, = A,_, 
satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) of Lemma 7.6, 
(3) A, = Hi, A,+i = . . . = A,_, = I,, and A, = YI}, 
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T3 = {(A,,.. . , AP) ] Ai E { Zr+l, Fs} for 1 G i Q s - 1, A, = Hi, A, + 1= * * . 
= A,_, = I,, and A, = Yz}, 
and define T = TI U T, U T3. 
It is clear that T,, T,, and T3 are pairwise disjoint (by looking at A, and 
Ap). If A=(A,,..., AP) E T, then A is irreducible with period p by [6, 
Corollary 5.11. Now A,(p) = A,. . . APA,. . . A,_, E { H,Y,, H,Y,, HsY,} 
(since A E T); therefore A,(p) = HIYj for some 1 Q i, j < 2, but i, j are not 
both equal to 2. Also, by (the converse of) Lemma 7.5 and 7.6 or by a direct 
calculation, we see that A,A, . * . A,_ 1 E {I,, 1, F,, F,, Fs}, which means 
that A,A,. . .A,_, contains a row e,. So 
A,(pzo,+ s - 1) = A,&. . .A,_,(A,(P))~’ 
= A,A, . . A_,Hi(YjHi)“‘-iYj 
= AlA,. . A_,H,W/-‘Yj 
because A,A, . . . A,_,H, contains a row e, and Yj contains a column ec, 
This shows that A E T 3 k(A) = pw, + s 2 A E L, p and hence T G L,,,. 
Now let us compute IT I, the cardinality of T. It is clear that ITI I = 2”- ’ 
and ITSI = 2”-‘. To compute ITSI, we consider the following counting prob- 
lem. 
LEMMA 7.7. Let X = (a, b, c, e} be a set with four elements. Let fk be 
the number of the k-permutations (with repetitions allowed ) of elements of X 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) b appears at most once. 
(ii) c does not precede a or b, and b does not precede a (or b). 
Then fk=(k+1).2k. 
Proof. Suppose e appears in k - i places and the remaining i places are 
for a, b, and c (i = 0,. . . , k). There are exactly possibilities for those 
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e ‘s. Now for the remaining i places, if b does not appear, then there are 
i + 1 possibilities, since the number of a’s may equal to 0, 1, . . . , i. If b 
appears once, then there are i possible places for b, and then all the places 
preceding b (in the remaining i places not occupied by e) are for a’s, and aII 
the places following b are for c ‘s. Thus 
h=i$“(kki)(i+l+i)=i$o(;)+2 t i(S) 
i=O 
=2k+k.2k=(k+1).2k. n 
By using this result we obtain that ITal = f,_i = s*2’-l and thus ITI = ITiI 
+ ITal + ITal = 2” + s. 2”- ‘. The next theorem shows that each pair of the 
matrices in the set T = Tl u Tz U T3 are not permutation similar with each 
other. 
THEOREM 7.1. lfA,A*ETandA#A*, thenA*A*. 
Proof. Let A = (n,, A, ,..., n,,, A,, n,) E T and A* = (n,, AT ,..., 
n,,A*,,n,)ET; then nr= ... =n,=r+l and n,+l= ... =np=r bythe 
definition of T. Suppose A = A* but A # A*. By Corollary 4.1 we see that 
each Ai is permutation equivalent to AT (denoted by Ai - AT), and thus 
A,- AZ and A, - A*p. This means that both A and A* E Tj for some 
j = 1,2,3. But by assumption A f A*, so Ai z A: for some i = 1,. . . , s - 1. 
Now Ai f AT and Ai - AT, so that the only possibility is { Ai, Al } = 
{F,, F3} and A, A* E T,. Suppose Ai = F, and AS = F3; then AT . -. 
A:_,A: = F3H1 = H, and Ai . * * A,_,A, = F,H, or F,H,. But both F,H, 
and FzH, are equal to H,, so Ai . . . A,-,A, = H,, and it is not permutation 
equivalent to AT . . . A: = H,. This contradicts A = A* (by Corollary 4.1) 
and completes the proof of the theorem. W 
Finally, we prove our main result for the characterization of the (extreme) 
matrices in L,,, inthecase lgs<p-land r>l. 
THEOREM 7.2. Suppose n = rp + s with r > 1 and 1 Q s Q p - 1. Then a 
Boolean matrix A E L, p if and only if A is permutation similar to one of the 
matrices in T = Tl U T; U T3. 
Proof. The sufficiency part follows from the fact that T c L,,,. Now 
suppose A E L,,,. Then by Lemma 7.2, A is permutation similar to some 
matrix(n,, A,,..., np, A,, n,) such that all the conditions (i)-(iii) of Theorem 
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4.1 and (iii), (iv) of Lemma 7.2 are satisfied. By Lemma 7.2(iii) there exist i, j 
with l<i,j<2 and not both i,j=Z such that A;..A,_i=H, and 
APA,. . . A,+, =Yj. By Lemma 7.3, the matrices A,+r=QS+r,...,Ap_r= 
Q,_ i are alI permutation matrices and A, = HiQi_l . . . QF+l. 
Case 1: If i = 2, then j = 1, Hi = H,, and Yj = Y,. By Lemma 7.4(i) and 
Lemma 7.5, there exist Q,P, ,..., Ps_s~P,+i and Zi E {Zr+i, F,} (i = 
1 >e**, s - 1) such that A, =Y,Q, A, = Q*Z,P,, A, = PFZ,P,,..., A,_,= 
Ps?,Z,_,. Thus A =(A1,..., 
-. . Q:+w.., 
AP) = (QTZ,P,, P,TZ,P,, . . . , P,‘_$_ 1, &Q,T_ 1 
Qp--l, y,Q) = V,, Z,,. .., Zs-1, H,, I,,..., L Yd E Ty 
Case 2: If i=l, then Hi=H,. Let D,=Ar+..A,_, and D,=A,; 
then DzDl = Yj E {Y,, Y,}. By Lemma 7.4(ii), we see that either (7.6) or 
(7.7) is true. 
Subcase 2.1: (7.7) is true. Then by Lemma 7.5, there exist Q, P,, . . . , P,_ 2 
and Z.E {Z,+i,F3} (i=l,. s - 1) such that A, = YsQ, A i = 
;zi?ir, A,= i)TZ2P2,..., A,_,= P&,. Thus 
A = (Al,..., AP) 
=(Q *Z,P,,P,TZ2P,,...,P,T_,Z,-,,H,Qg’-,..*QsTI1,Q,+Ir...,Qp-~,y2Q) 
=(z,,z, ,..., Z,_,,H,,Z,,...,Z,,Y,)ET,. 
Subcase 2.2: (7.6) is true. Then by Lemma 7.6, there exist Q. P, ,..., Pspz 
E p,+1 and Zi E {‘,+I> F,, F,, F3} (i = l,..., s - l), where Z, ,..., Z,-, 
satisfy conditions (i) and (ii) of Lemma 7.6, such that A,, = YiQ, A, = Q*Z,P,, 
A,= P,TZ,P,,...,A,_,= P,T_2Zs_l. Thus 
A = (A,,..., A,) 
Combining the above cases, we obtain the desired result. W 
Now we state our final result of this subsection in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 7.3. Zf n = pr + s with 0 < s < p - 1 and T > 1, then there are 
exactly 2” + s-2”- l pmutation similar classes of extreme matrices in L,,, 
each of which contains one and only one matrix in the set T. 
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Proof. By Theorem 7.1, Theorem 7.2, and the fact that ]T( = 2” + s*2’-l. 
n 
8. TheCaser=landl<s<p-1 
In this final subsection, we solve the remaining (easy) case r = 1 and 
1 < s < p - 1. Recall that in the case T = 1, the sharp upper bound for indices 
of convergence is k(A) Q s (Theorem 3.1). Thus for T = 1 the set of extreme 
matrices is Lfl,P= {AEIS,,(A is irreducible with period p and k(A) = s.} 
Now suppose 12 = p + s (1~ s < p - 1) (we exclude the trivial case 
n=p). Let 
F= l O EIB 
[ 1 11 2; 
then F is an idempotent: F2 = F. Let 
E= ((A,,..., A,)IA,E {Z,,F}fori=l,..., s-l, 
then IEl = 2”- ’ and any matrix in E is irreducible with period p [6, 
Corollary5.1].ForanyA=(A,,...,A,)EE,sinceA,A2...A,_,E {Z,,F}, 
then A,(s - 1) # J and thus k(A) = s. This shows that A E E 3 A E L,,, 
and therefore E c L,,,. 
By Corollary 4.1(i), we also see that if A=(A,,...,A,)=A*= 
(AT,. . . > A*,) and A,A*EE, then Ai -AT for lgi < s- 1 and hence 
Ai = AT (i = l,..., s - 1) by the definition of the set E. Thus for A, A* E E, 
A=A* 3 A=A*, which means that no pair of the matrices in the set E 
are permutation similar with each other. 
THEOREM 8.1. Zfn=p+s (l<s,<p-l), thena BooleanmatrixA~ 
L n,p if and only if A is permutation similar to one of the matrices in E. 
Proof. The sufficiency part follows from the fact that E G L,,,. NOW 
suppose A E L,,,. Then A is permutation similar to some matrix 
(n,, A,, . . . , np, A,,n,) such that nl= ... =nS=2, n,+l= ... =n,=l, 
and A i( s - 1) # J. Since each Ai contains no zero row and no zero column, 
we have A, = Jzxl, As+l= .. . = A,_,= Jlxl, and A, = Jlxz. Now J# 
A,(s - 1) = A,A,. . .A,_, E B, and A,(s - 1) contains no zero row and no 
zero column, so A,(s - 1) - I, or A,( s - 1) - F. By the proof of Lemma 7.5 
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weseethatthereexist Q,P,P, ,..., P,_,~~P’aaand Zi~{l,,F} (i=l,..., 
s - 1) such that A, = Q*Z,P,, A, = P:Z,P,, . . . , A,_, = Ps~,Z,~,Ps_, and 
A s+l = P,T_2Zs_1P. Note that A, = .TzXr= PTJzxl, so 
A- (Ar,..., AP) 
= (Q*Z,P,, P&P,,..., PsT-3Zs_2Ps_2, P,T_,Z,_,P, 
P*Jm J1x1,.-., Jlxl, I,,,) 
=(Z l>“‘., Z J J s-1, 2x13 1X1,"', Jlxl,Jlx&E. 
This proves the necessity. n 
THEOREM 8.2. Suppose n = p + s with 1 <s < p - 1. Then there are 
exactly 2”-’ pemutation similar classes of extreme matrices in L,,, each of 
which contains one and only one matrix in the set E. 
The authors would like to thank Professor R. A. Bwuldi for his important 
suggestions and comments on the initial version of this paper. 
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